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Easton Lee asks audience to stand � 
The procession enters to the accompaniment of Music. Board 

Chairmen & Executive. Baugh; E.D. lst V.C.; Chairman, Sir Philip 

The curtain opens 

Procession mounts the platform and stands in front of chairs 

The Governor General enters 

The National Anthem is played 

The platfrom & audience sit 

Chairman welcomes, makes opening remalts & invites Sir Philip 

to speak 

Sir Philip makes introductory remarks 

Chairman asks Eddie Baugh to read the citation 

Eddie Baugh Reads the citation 

At the paragraph "He has always =egarded himself as a supreme 

optimist" (top of page 8) - Fellow and escorts descend from 

the balcony and stand at the back of the orchestra. 

13. At first mention of his name in the citation "the Council 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

is pleased to admit as a Fellow of the Institute, Professor 

the Honourable Ralston Milton (Rex) Nettleford --- pause for 

applause. Platform to initiate applause. 

Citation continues and ends 

Platform stands, followed by audience 

Fellow is escorted down left aisle to foot of left stairs, 

accompanied by low drum roll 

Escorts return to seats in left boxes downstairs 

Trumpeters enter on left side of platform 

19. Chairman meets Fellow at top of stairs 

20. E.D. gets certificate from behind podium 

21. Chairman escorts Fellow to Sir Philip 

22. E.D. hands certificate to Chairman; Chairman to Sir Philip 
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23. Sir Philip presents certificate to Fellow 

24. Chairman presents Fellow to the audience 

25. Fanfare 

26. Fellow and all sit 

.,, 

27. Chairman acknowledges messages of congratulations. Invites Fellow 

to respond 

28. Fellow speaks [ Marjorie Whylie on stand by] 

29. Chairman makes her closing remarks (vote of thanks; invites for 

cocktails after Tribute), and announces Tribute 

30. Accompanied by music platform party takes seats in centre boxes 

at back of theatre; New Fellow & Sir Philip join the P.M's party; 

Chairman & Vice Chairman join the G.G's party. 

31. Curtain closes 

32. Tribute 

33. At curtain call, Chairman leads Fellow back to platform 

34. Fellow is garlanded by members of the N.D.T.C. 

35. 
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